has not yet been shown. We obtained sixteen fMRI-PET 22 data sets from eight healthy volunteers. Each subject participated in randomized order in a pain scan and a 23 control (nonpainful pressure) scan on the same day. Dynamic PET data were acquired with an opioid radioligand, 24 [ 11 C]diprenorphine, to detect endogenous opioid releases in response to pain. BOLD fMRI data were collected at 25 the same time to capture hemodynamic responses. In this simultaneous human fMRI-PET imaging study, we 26 show co-localized responses in thalamus and striatum related to pain processing, while modality specific brain 27 networks were also found. Co-localized fMRI and PET signal changes in the thalamus were positively correlated 28 suggesting that pain-induced changes in opioid neurotransmission contribute a significant component of the 29 fMRI signal change in this region. Simultaneous fMRI-PET provides unique opportunities allowing us to relate 30 specific neurochemical events to functional hemodynamic activation and to investigate the impacts of neuro-31 transmission on neurovascular coupling of the human brain in vivo. 32
Simultaneous fMRI-PET of the opioidergic pain system in human brain has not yet been shown. FMRI reveals detailed spatial and temporal 47 patterns of hemodynamic responses reflecting neuronal activation that 48 is a composite of all neurochemical events (Falkenberg et al., 2012; 49 Jenkins, 2012; Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2012; Northoff et al., 2007) . 
a high-binding region (i.e. thalamus) (Wu and Carson, 2002) were identified and tabulated ( Fig. 3a and Table 3 ). In addition, regional
299
BP ND values of the thalamus, the pumatem/NAc and the OFC regions 300 were extracted from both scans from each subject, and plotted in 301 Fig. 3b to show inter-subject variability.
302
Correlation analysis
303
To investigate the relationships between fMRI and PET signal changes,
304
ROIs were chosen a posterior from the only two overlapping fMRI-PET 305 activations in the right ventral striatum (putamen/NAc) and the left 306 thalamus (Fig. 4) . The ROIs were then applied to both PET and BOLD GraphPad Prism 5 (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, USA).
312

Results
313
The pressure delivered to induce deep tissue pain on the left 314 calf muscle was 310 ± 90 mm Hg (mean ± SD) for our cohort, which 315 resulted in a mean intensity pain rating of 13 ± 2 (mean ± SD) using 316 the 0-20 Gracely scale (Gracely et al., 1978 parahippocampus, and superior temporal gyrus ( Fig. 3a and Table 3 ).
348
These data suggest that the presence of sustained pain causes regionally 
377
Discussion
378
In the present study, we report the first simultaneous fMRI-PET pain 379 imaging in humans. We investigate changes of BOLD fMRI and PET t3:1 opioid antagonist-naloxone) (Jones et al., 1994; Melichar et al., 2003) .
425
This result underscores the power of the endogenous opioid system to 426 self-regulate in response to external stimuli.
427
We found a significantly positive correlation between BOLD and for the increase in fMRI signal. Our study design, enabled by (Louilot et al., 1986; Schmidt et al., 2002 
Future studies empowered with a larger sample size are needed to con- 
